
MAZAL TOV
Isaac Jacoby on his  
Bar Mitzvah  
(New Sanctuary)
Aaron Hoenig on his  
Bar Mitzvah  
(Heritage Sanctuary)
Mark Yabsley & Nadia 
Levin on the naming of 
their daughter, Ashira 
(New Sanctuary)
CANDLE LIGHTING 
Friday 6:47pm 
Saturday 7:21pm
TORAH (page 613) 
Leviticus 6:1 - 8:36 
HAFTARAH (page 626) 
Jeremiah 7:21 - 8:3; 
9:22 - 9:23
SHABBAT SERVICES 
Erev Shabbat 
• 6:15pm Shabbat Live 

(New Sanctuary)
• 6:15pm- Pride Shabbat 

(Heritage Sanctuary)
• 6:15pm - Masorti 

service (Neuweg)
Shabbat Morning
• 9:00am -  

Masorti service 
(New Sanctuary)

• 10:00am -  
Progressive service 
(Heritage Sanctuary)

              _________________

Beach Kabbalat 
Shabbat for Purim 
March 22 from 7:00pm
Please bring a plate of 
vegetarian food to share.
Email orna@emanuel.org.au 
for location

SHABBAT BULLETIN
Parashat Tzav 22/23 March 2019 • 16 Adar II 5779

Sacrifice and Joy
This week’s Torah reading discusses the role of the priests with 
regards to sacrifices of animals and grains in the Sanctuary.
The voice of the prophets is brought in to remind us that, even in 
ancient times, the emphasis needed to be on doing acts of kindness 
and compassion rather than dwelling on the external façade of ritual 
detail.
Amos the Prophet said in the name of God,
“Even though you bring Me burnt and grain offerings, I will not accept 
them…But let justice roll on like a river, righteousness like a never failing 
stream.”
Jeremiah the Prophet passed on the word of the divine:
“I am God, who practices kindness, justice and righteousness on the earth; 
it is in these things I delight.”
The sacrifices were important however they needed to be done in the 
right spirit, with authenticity. They needed to be done by people who 
were genuinely endeavoring to bring goodness into the world as well 
as performing rituals.
This is connected to the importance placed on intention behind 
actions and the importance of backing up good intentions with 
actions in the world.
The word for sacrifice in Hebrew, korban, is connected to the word 
for closeness, karov. The sacrifices of ancient times were designed to 
give people a way to experience closeness with the divine. Sacrifices 
were also an opportunity to give something up – an animal or part of 
a harvest – and in so doing, renounce ownership of something. Rabbi 
Jonathan Sacks explains that this was and is an opportunity for each 
person to understand the ephemeral nature of ownership and that 
we are “no more than trustees or guardians” of the things we “own” 
individually, as a nation and as a species.
After the Temple was destroyed, other forms of renunciation were 
substituted: giving charity, learning and praying are all opportunities 
to become closer to the divine if done with a pure intention. 
However, “closer to the divine” does not just mean feeling holiness, it 
means bringing holiness and goodness into the world, each person in 
their own way.
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continued over...

Thank you to the Jacoby family and Yabsley/Levin families for sponsoring the 
Masorti kiddush and to the Hoenig family for sponsoring the Progressive kiddush



Rabbi Jeffrey B. Kamins OAM
Arno & Hella Seefeldt Rabbinic Chair Rabbi Jacqueline Ninio

Rabbi Dr Orna TriguboffRabbi Rafi Kaiserblueth Rev. Sam Zwarenstein        
Director of Communal Engagement Cantor George Mordecai

This week we are invited to consider the sacrifices we make in our lives to improve the world and 
ourselves.
Purim, the festival of joy is upon us and the whole Hebrew month of Adar, is considered a month 
of increasing our joy (Talmud). This year, Adar continues 'til 6th April. During this month 
we think about what truly brings joy to our lives. What are the things that bring us happiness 
in a wholesome way. This is the month to increase that wholesome joy, knowing that these are 
probably things that bring more joy to our environment too.
In the words of the Psalms:
 serve God in joy – ivdu et haShem be-simcha (Psalms 100:2)
Shabbat Shalom,
Rabbi Dr Orna Triguboff

Lunch 'n' Learn
Join us Saturday April 13th after services

Rabbi Jacqueline Ninio - The Magic of Matza

Jewish Meditation Class
Tuesday nights in March 7:30pm-9:00pm 

with Rabbi Dr Orna Triguboff - no charge. All welcome. Bookings: orna@emanuel.org.au

Welcome to those attending the 
25th Jewish LGBT+ 

 World Congress



WHAT’S ON
Conversations about Israel - every Monday from 10:00am-11:30am
Rabbi Kamins examines contemporary issues impacting the Jewish homeland. This Monday March 
25th - Rabbi Rafi Kaiserblueth will present an update on Gaza 

April 8th - Yigal Nisell, JNF Shaliach - Anti-Zionism; the new Antisemitism
Shabbat In the Circle- April 6 from 9:30am 
Join us for this new Shabbat morning gathering. We begin at 9:30am with the study of Hassidic 
and other mystical texts then discuss how we can apply them in our daily lives. This is followed at 
10:15am by a collaborative musical gathering based on the Shabbat morning service incorporating 
melodies, poems and dance to enhance our Shabbat.
We will also explore the intersection of Jewish and other sacred spiritual techniques to see how we 
can enrich our connection to the divine and to one another. Joining Cantor George Mordecai will 
be a talented group of musicians, storytellers and others.

present
The Lost Journals of  
Dr Andor Kämpfner

Members: free (donations welcome), Non-members $25
Sunday April 7th from 5:00pm-6:30pm

Emanuel Synagogue, 7 Ocean Street, Woollahra
Book now: tinyurl/memoirs or (02) 9389 6444 

Shortly after his liberation from Buchenwald in 
April 1945, Dr Andor Kämpfner began writing 
an extraordinary document; his memoirs. His 
recollections began on the day the Germans 
occupied Hungary and brilliantly recount his 
thoughts and experiences in the final year of the 
Holocaust. 
This document has never been published, until now. 
For the first time it has been translated into English 
and, for one night only, extracts will be presented as 
a dramatic reading.
This presentation will be followed by recollections 
by Dr Kämpfner’s wife and a talk from Professor 
Konrad Kwiet, Resident Historian at the Sydney 
Jewish Museum on the significance of  
Dr Kämpfner’s writings.
Don’t miss this special event.

Israel, Jews & the 
Middle East through film
Presented by Emanuel 
Synagogue and Plus61J. 
Gett: The Trial of Viviane 
Amsalem - Wednesday April 
17th from 7:00pm
An Israeli woman fights to 
obtain a divorce from her 
husband, who refuses to grant 
his permission to dissolve 
the marriage. Winner of Best 
Film at the Jerusalem Film 
Festival, 2014, winner of 
the best film Ophir Awards 
(Israeli Oscars) and screened 
in Directors' fortnight in 
Cannes 2014 to critical 
acclaim.  
Book now: http://tinyurl.
com/gettmovie



  IN  MEMORY

 Lionel Abeshouse (Garry Abeshouse)
 Alice Rickey Adler (Kevin Adler,  
 Peter Adler)
 Peggy Baldwin (Liba Walker)
 Fruma Baskir (Victor Baskir)
 Jack Elie Benchoam  
 (Gesell Benchoam)
 Julius Bineth (John Bineth)
 Rachel Broer (Roger Davis)
* Paul Burchard
* Richard Alfred Carroll
 John Marian Celermajer (Danielle  
 Celermajer, David Celermajer)
* Meyer Chechik
* Vera Cohen
 Irene Rachel Dan (Tova Goldstein)
 Iris Rosetta Fisher (Susanne Fisher)
 Gus Fonteyn (David Fonteyn,  
 Simon Fonteyn)
 Esther Bat Aaron Goldenberg  
 (Roger Revi)
* Aida Gordon (Vikki Biggs,  
 David Gordon)
* Abraham Hollander
* Heinrich Huth
 Sydney Isaacs (Leslie Isaacs)
 Halinka (Helena) Kalowski  
 (Steven & Andrea Kalowski,  
 Jennifer & Leslie Rosen)
 Maurice Kelly (Tanya Kelly)
 Martin Kilner (Dorothy Kilner)
 Leslie Klein (Marianne Schey,  
 Mark Skurnik)
 Samuel Norman Klugman  
 (Clive Klugman, Meighan Klugman, 
 Raymond Klugman)

 Joseph Kohn (Sharon Ortner)
 Bertha Lawrence (Yittah Lawrence)
 Marie Levy (Diane Landes)
 Betty Levy (Beth Levy)
 Enid Maud Lewis (Joan Lewis)
 Joyce Margo (Robin Margo)
 Meyer Marshall (Janet Storrier)
 Yona Millard (Naomi Wilson)
 Erwin Mohay (Peter Mohay)
 Kurt Mondschein (Carol Engelman)
 Theo Moulis (Madelaine Cohen)
 Jack Obrart (Alan Obrart)
* Rudolf Alfons Pfeiffer
 George Polgar (Eva Feher)
 Peter Reichmann (Frankie Blou,  
 Lester Blou)
* Alberd Edward Saalfeld  
 (John Saalfeld, Allene Symonds)
 Carolyn Susan Shine (Barry Shine)
 Jack Solar (Leslie Solar)
 Herman Stark (Marcia Osborne,  
 Phillip Stiassny)
 Joseph Steigrad (Stephen Steigrad)
* Deborah Stuart
 Nancy Taylor (Alan Taylor)
 Judith Inez Weinberg  
 (Gerald Weinberg)

There are mourners in our community to whom we extend our sincerest sympathies 
on the death of their loved ones.

Shiva: Vera Sloman, Steven Ringler 
Shloshim: Edith Weiner, Andre David Menash, Alan Kahn, George Wiederman,  

Keith Burton Mary Saul, Bernard Seroussi, Edna Ryan, Pinchus Hersch

  This week we observe the Yahrzeits of (observed by):                            * Memorial Light  

Shoah Remembrance: Helene Polaceck was born in 1900 in Poland and lived in Vienna 
Austria until she was murdered during the Holocaust.


